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ABSTRACT
Native speakers are tend to use idioms to express the specific meaning and make the
language vivid. However, using idioms sometimes causes problems for ESL learners to
understand, because the idioms always have figurative meaning. It is necessary for international
students to strengthen their ability to understand and use idioms, because the idioms also contain
many culture meanings. This project explores research in vocabulary teaching and using
multimedia in ESL learning to create a handbook of learning idioms for the target group of
college level Chinese international students. It contains idioms selected from visual and audio
materials, such as movies, documentaries, pop songs, and TV shows. It encourages students to
practice using social medias and internet tools. Classic activities, such as crossword puzzles, and
new activities that are more subjective are provided at the end of each handbook chapter, aiming
to enhance students’ ability to speak and write, in addition to the ability to listen and read.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
When trying to express how to complete two tasks at the same time, with less effort than
doing them separately, Americans would like to say “kill two birds with one stone.” Also, “Cost
an arm and a leg” is always used to describe something is very expensive. In linguistics, idioms
are usually presumed to be figures of speech contradicting the principles of compositionality.
That compositionality is the key notion for the analysis of idioms that is seen in most accounts of
idioms (Portner, 2005; Radford, 2004). Aksoy (1998) defines idioms, which are used for
expressing the traces, subtleties, and cultural nuances of a languages in an agreeable way, as
“clichéd word groups or sentences comprised of words that express the concepts, and situations
with a pleasant narrative or a special structure or within a syntax, and usually have a meaning
other than their literal meanings in linguistics”. (p.6)
All languages have idioms and are full of them (Boers, 2008). Native speakers tend to use
idiomatic expressions spontaneously without thinking of the figurative meaning. For non-native
speakers of English, it is common that they cannot understand what those idioms stand for
because idioms are culture-based and abstract if the speaker or listener has no idea about the
cultural background. According to Rizq’s (2015) theory, idiomatic expressions carry within them
the history, heritage, culture and customs of its native users. Thus, it is important for non-native
speakers to know and use idioms to communicate with native speakers, especially when they
plan to live in or move to that country. If non-native speakers do not know the idioms, that
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means they do not understand the culture and customs, limiting their ability to adapt to the
country or culture.
According to McDevitt (1993), a common characteristic of students for whom English is
a second language (ESL) is that they use English only when in class, preferring to spend time
with other fellow immigrants who can speak their native language the rest of the time. It is a
natural preference, as one who has travelled in a country and been unable to speak the language
knows. As a result, the ESL student rarely experiences living in English. American idioms are
especially difficult because many of the more common idioms say one thing and mean another.
For example, an English learner who never heard of “let the cat out of the bag” may understand
it literally, however, it actually means “to share information that was previously concealed.” So,
it is necessary to strengthen the status of idioms in ESL learning to improve one’s fluency in
American English.
One of the reasons that Chinese international students in U.S. colleges feel it is hard to
learn idioms is that they do not have enough access to gather American idioms and ways of
learning them (Lifeng. Z, 2008). Chinese international college students are mostly not required to
learn much about idioms and phrases in their high schools, because oral ability is not as
important as other abilities under the Chinese College Entrance Examination System. Based on
this education system, students are mostly focused on preparation of Chinese College Entrance
Examination (CEE) in the high school years (Liren, Ting & Lin.Z, 2016). According to National
English Curriculum Standards for Common Senior High School (2003), an explicit 9-level
definition for four skills are provided: listening, speaking, reading and writing. However, the
requirements for CEE English test just include listening, reading and writing, and lack of the
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assessment of speaking skills. This situation causes Chinese ESL curriculum materials market to
lack up-to-date modern idioms publications. By searching “English Idioms” or “American
Idioms” or those in Chinese translation keywords on two biggest online bookstore in China,
which are Amazon China and www.dangdang.com, just 21 books appear as related results, and
18 of those are named as idioms dictionaries, 50% of which were published before 2000. The
search result confirms that it is difficult for high school students who are preparing to study
abroad to acquire a sufficient idiom learning guide, not to mention a current and fresh idiom
reference list and efficient practice methods.
In summary, this project was inspired due to a number of significant problems: 1) Native
speakers prefer to use idioms, which English learners feel hard to understand the cultural
implication and background. This causes the barrier between Chinese international students and
native English speaking students when they study and talk together.Thus, it is necessary to
strengthen the recognition of idioms for Chinese international students. 2) The materials of
learning the up-to-date idioms are not sufficient in China, most of the books about American
idioms learning are from 10 years ago. Due to this condition, Chinese international students
cannot access idiom learning resources at school or by themselves, some of the student even are
learning outdated idioms. So gathering the authentic and new idiom materials is a pivotal work.
3) Lacking of learning strategy and utilization results in low efficiency of acquiring idioms.
More activities should take place, not just making students recite the fixed usage, applied to
promote the application environment for students, in order to enhance their interest and
efficiency.
Purpose of the Project
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There is conflict between native speakers who tend to use idioms in the conversation and
non-native speakers who feel is hard to understand the cultural definition of idioms. Moreover,
Chinese international college students are short of idiom reference materials which are mostly
published not in recent 10 years. Furthermore, Chinese international students being stuck in the
monotonous learning method and unable to find an efficient way out has become the third big
problem.
To solve the problems of the insufficient materials and uninteresting learning strategies,
this project is a guidebook for international students aged 18-25 to learn American idioms
comprehensively. It was specifically created for international students from China in response to
the lack of idiom instruction and resources available to these students. The project discusses and
analyzes common and contemporary (2018) idiom samples.
As discussed in the Statement of the Problem, Chinese international students have a
relatively small chance to learn modern American idioms. Furthermore, the idiom resources are
mostly outdated, and they meet difficulties in acquiring communicative idioms to fulfill their
academic and real life social goals in US colleges. To address this problem, one of the purposes
of this project is to create clear and meaningful materials for college level Chinese students
which include frequently used idioms as well as multimedia resources that can be analyzed and
imitated.
Furthermore, the monotonic method of learning idioms such as rote memorization and
lack of conversational application reduce the Chinese international students’ ability to utilize
the idioms.To solve this problem, practical idiom activities have been designed in an
independent section for Chinese international college students to practice, acquire, and utilize
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idioms. The activities include vocabulary and phrase identification games, listening exercises are
accompanied with verbal and non-verbal (such as images, audios and videos) activities,
conversational drills and final evaluation.
Theoretical Framework
Communicative competence may be conceptualized as the ability to interact with other
human beings in such a way that meaningful cognitive and affective information is transferred.
As Le Page (1979) stated, "when we come to the central question of 'competence,'we have to
ask: 'What is it an individual needs to know, in order to operate as a member of this society ?
"'Krashen (1982), Paulston (1974), Staton (1983), Hayes and Bahruth (1985), Heath(1984),
Hatch (1983), and Hymes (1972) have all stated in one form or another that communicative
competence should be the ultimate aim of any second language curriculum. Frequent, deliberate
involvement in genuine communicative contexts is essential for the development of
communicative competence, and it is the responsibility of ESL instructors to provide a
curriculum which is relevant and meaningful to the lives of students outside of the classroom.
There are many techniques and activities that teachers can employ and use in teaching
vocabulary. The project applied the “3C’s approach (conveying meaning, checking
understanding, and consolidation), which Celce-Murcia recommends every teacher to follow
when using the above mentioned techniques. “In stage of conveying meaning, the items are
presented to the students. In stage of checking for comprehension exercises test how far the
students have grasped the meaning of the items. In stage of consolidation, students deepen their
understanding of the items through use and creative problem-solving activities” (Celce-Murcia,
1991).
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The conveying meaning stage, to present new vocabulary to the learners, can be done in
many ways, so that the learners can understand and grasp the words’ meanings. At the beginning
levels, teachers can convey meanings by bringing ‘realia’ into the classroom. For example,
teachers can bring the objects themselves to the classroom and show them to the learners, such
as‘pens’, ‘rulers’, ‘balls’. However, when that is impossible (to bring the object to the classroom,
such as ‘cars’, ‘animals’), teachers can show their students pictures of those items. Besides that,
teachers can use mime, action and gesture to convey meaning. Concepts like running, walking,
or smoking are easy to present in this way. At the advanced levels, teachers can convey meaning
by using the techniques of word relations, (synonyms or antonyms) definitions, explanations,
examples, anecdotes, contexts and word roots and affixes. Here is an example that may help you
understand what some of the above mentioned techniques mean. “If the teacher is explaining the
item “a guided tour”, s/he may ask the class to imagine a museum or an art gallery in which there
is a group of people listening to a man explaining a picture. The man goes from this picture to
the next picture and the people follow him. The teacher explains that the man is called a guide
and the group is on a guided tour. If this is not clear, the teacher can illustrate with another
example, perhaps of a guided tour of a city” (Celce-Murcia, 1991). So, all of the above
mentioned techniques are very useful for teaching new lexical items. They can help the teacher
to make his lesson interesting and useful. Using these ways, the teacher can motivate his students
and get them involved in the teaching learning process.
After the stage of conveying meaning, the teacher should check the learners’
understanding, i.e., the teacher can prepare different kinds of exercises to check the students’
vocabulary comprehension. Celce-Murcia suggests different kinds of activities for checking the
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students’ understanding, such as fill-in-the-blank, making pairs and sorting exercises. In the
fill-in-the-blank activity, the teacher gives the students either sentences or short passages with
missing words, then the students have to consider the context of the sentences to work out the
probable missing words. In the matching pairs activities, the students may be asked to pair up
verbs with appropriate nouns, mini dialogues, definitions, idioms or funny definitions.
The PAVE Method (Bannon, Fisher, Pozzi, & Wessel, 1990) is a good way to teach
students the meaning of an unknown word in a text they are reading. Because it uses context
clues, it is also helpful in teaching words that have more than one meaning. With this method,
students first predict the word’s meaning based on context, then use the tools to verify meaning.
To use this method, select a difficult reading passage from a novel or textbook and choose a
word that students must know to understand that passage. Direct students to the passage and tell
them that they are going to use the PAVE Method to help them learn the unknown word. Explain
that PAVE is an acronym which stands for Prediction, Association, Verification, and Evaluation.
The PAVE Method requires students to cross-check the definition of a word in the dictionary to
confirm the meaning that it seems to have in context. Then, have students follow these steps to
learn the word:
1. Write the sentence or context in which the unknown vocabulary word appears.
2. Write the target word again.
3. Predict the definition of the word by using context clues.
4. Write a new sentence that uses the word’s predicted definition.
5. Verify the word’s definition by looking it up in the dictionary and then write the dictionary
meaning.
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6. Write a sentence using the verified dictionary definition. (Some students may have used the
word incorrectly in the first sentence.)
7. Draw an image in a box on your sheet of paper that represents the new word and helps you to
remember the meaning of the new word.
Point out that their knowing the meaning of the unfamiliar word will help them
understand the passage.
Moreover, the Brain-Compatible Teaching Theory is applied throughout this project. The
basic thought of this theory is that emotion drives attention and attention drives learning.
(D'Amato, Rik & Yuanyuan, 2015)
Brain-based learning has resulted from educators and researchers applying the findings
of brain research to guide teaching practice. The last decade has seen more systematic
implementation of brain-based strategies that emphasize emotion, thematic instruction,
differentiated learning, movement, and the use of mental models. (Tammy, Jason & Wendy,
2006)As well, changing conceptions of memory, assessment, the learning environment, the
biology of the brain, and uses of time have all served to improve student achievement.
Brain-based teaching involves the implementation of carefully designed principles with due
consideration of their impact before, during, and after each lesson. The never-ending search for
better teaching practices in this area has led educators to the work of key authors such as Caine,
Caine, McClintic, and Klimek (2005), Erlauer (2003), Jensen (2005), Slavkin (2004),
Wagmeister and Shifrin (2000), and Wolfe (2001). Most of these authors would agree with those
teachers who contend they already incorporate some aspects of brain-based learning into their
classrooms.
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The theory has four key findings, which can also be applied to American idioms teaching
materials. (Tammy, Jason & Wendy, 2006)
Firstly, brain-based learning requires a state of relaxed alertness where students are not
anxious about their surroundings but, rather, open and receptive to new information (Caine,
2005). A positive emotional state is essential for the student’s ability to acquire new knowledge,
and helps focus the attention of the individual (Caine, 2000; Caine, 2005; Caulfield, 2000;
D’Arcangelo, 2000; Pool, 1997; Slavkin, 2004; Wagmeister & Shifrin, 2000; Wolfe, 2001).
Secondly, students who can participate actively in teaching and learning in the classroom
become more excited about their education (Goldberg & Stevens, 2001). Teachers can design a
variety of teaching and learning activities that will access the brain’s ability to remember visually
and emotionally and encourage students to take risks (Caine, 2005; Caulfield, 2000; Saunders &
Vawdrey, 2002; Wagmeister & Shifrin, 2000; Wolfe, 2001). That is to say, when students try to
use the diverse activity to lower their anxiety of learning second language, they maybe focus
more in learning it.
Moreover, Saunders and Vawdrey (2002) suggest brain-based learning involves
mastering and sequencing ideas so that learning can be transferred to other situations. “Recent
brain research has shown that the brain pathways are strengthened with each use: often requiring
six exposures (touching, seeing, hearing, doing) before the pathway is strong enough for
long-term memory recall” (Saunders & Vawdrey, 2002). This point is a strong theoretical
support of the various activities in this field project, including body sensation, video, and audio
activities.
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When students can share their own knowledge and skills with others, not only do the
“receivers” gain because they learn something new, but the student who is acting as the teacher
will solidify his or her knowledge teaching it to others (Erlauer, 2003). This project will asks the
target audiences to write down their ideas to practice their idioms that they just learned. In this
process, not only will the listener acknowledge some new idioms, students will also strengthen
their understanding of the idioms.
Significance of the Project
To better enhance the Chinese international students’ communication, this project is
aimed at developing an integrated idiom learning handbook. The idiom materials in this project
provide Chinese international students with basic activities for them to get familiar with common
idioms.
This project collects 50 idioms selected from discourses from the last 10 years,
multimedia materials such as the TV show Family Guy, popular music such as Adele’s demo and
social networks like Facebook and twitter. Those materials are not only shown in authentic
American English, but also provide a social context to help students know what the idioms mean.
Moreover, the materials are mostly entertaining and close to young college students’ lives.
In order to resolve the problem of the traditional practice procedure of silent reading and
recitation, this project suggests practical activities that help students acquire idioms visually and
emotionally to provoke students’ interests, enhance the efficiency through immersing students
into simulated virtual environments and real circumstances. The novelty of the practices could
reduce the anxiety of learning second language.
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The process of acquiring the idioms is a vital step of improving communicative
competence (Boers, 2008). The improvement of communicative competence, especially through
the confident and correct use of idioms, will enhance students’ self-confidence while they study
abroad.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Idioms are important in ESL/EFL contexts. Researchers stressed the importance of
idioms for a successful communication in both academic and non-academic contexts (Dixon,
1994; Lundblom & Woods, 2012). Knowledge of idioms is considered to be a vital sign of
communicative competence and intercultural awareness (Boers, Eyckmans & Demecheleer,
2004; Celce-Murcia, 2008; Ellis, 1997; Kovecses & Szabo, 1996; Littlemore & Low 2006).
Idioms help in broadening learners’ knowledge of the culture and history of a language. Mastery
of a language is incomplete without an understanding of the culture of that language. Taking this
into account, idioms are vital to attain mastery of a foreign language. The capability of knowing
and using idioms also indicate proficiency. Non-native speakers who utilize formulaic language
in spoken and written discourse are judged as more proficient (Boers, Eyckmans, Kappel,
Stengers & Demecheleer, 2006; Ohlrogge, 2009). In addition, many researchers consider
mastering a wide range of idioms to be an indication of native-like command of the language
(Clarke & Nation, 1980; Cowie & Mackin, 1975; Fernando, 1996; Schmitt, 2000; Wray, 2000).
Therefore, idiomatic expressions are used to assess the learners’ language proficiency. Absence
of idiomatic competence classifies the learner as a member of the foreigner camp (Bulut & Çelik
-Yazici, 2004).
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In order to facilitate college ESL students in learning idioms, this literature review will
focus on three topics: Teaching ESL through Multimedia, Extracting and Analyzing Idioms from
Materials and Strategies of Learning Vocabulary. In Teaching ESL through Multimedia,
statements made by scholars are referenced, that using multimedia is considered as an important
tool for learning ESL. This part also provides various ways of using multimedia to create word
lists and activities. In Extracting and Analyzing Idioms from Materials, methods of collecting
idioms and the benefits and limitations of those methods are discussed. Three aspects of
idiomatic meaning are distinguished to shed light on analyzing the idioms: the general meaning,
more specific aspects, and connotative aspects. Summarization of scholars’ suggestions in
learning and practicing idioms is the main body of Strategies of Learning Vocabulary.
Teaching ESL through Multimedia
There are three types of multimedia resources used to gather and analyze idioms in this
project, including visual media such as TV shows and films, audio media such as songs and
lyrics, and textual media such as news and social networking websites. The project will use
multimedia to support creating activities as well as to enhance variety and enjoyment in the
idioms’ learning, retention and utilization.
Warhol & Fields (2012) claimed that given the ubiquity of digital media in daily life,
students must not only read and write traditional texts, but also those associated with information
and multimedia technologies, such as blogs, photo and video sharing sites, social networks, and
wikis. Likewise, Li,Gromik, and Edwards (2012) indicated that digital video technology is of
particular interest to English language learners. Students are drawn to its visual appeal and
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vibrant creative potential. The seven original case studies in their book demonstrate how video
can be an effective and powerful tool to create fluid, fun, interactive, and collaborative learning
environments. Stoller (1988) also suggested that commercially produced films and videotapes
are recommended as effective tools for developing speaking, listening, and writing skills in
English as a second language. The use of multimedia with content-area instruction, where films
and video tapes provide relevant schema background, makes language relevant and
comprehensible. Li and Brand (2009), using an experimental approach, examined the relative
effectiveness of varying the use of songs (lyrics and music) on vocabulary acquisition, language
usage, and meaning for adult ESL students in China. While the use of songs is generally
enthusiastically endorsed by ESL teachers, few empirical studies have formally assessed music's
actual effectiveness on language learning. Results of this study showed that varying the degree of
use of songs produced differential English language achievement. Specifically, the subjects who
were exposed to the most music obtained higher achievement and attitude posttest scores
immediately following treatment, as well as on the delayed post-test three weeks following
treatment. Given the equivocal results found in previous research, and the fact that previous
studies did not examine music's effectiveness for Chinese ESL students, this study makes a
contribution by systematically examining the efficacy of song use in the ESL classroom with
Chinese students (Li & Brand, 2009). In Warhol and Fields’ (2012) article, they discuss the
importance of compositional organization not only in traditional texts and photographs, but also
in blogs. It then addresses how ESL instructors may help students improve the organization of
online compositions by teaching students to use the rule of thirds to frame their digital
photographs and incorporate these photographs into blogs.
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Li,Gromik, & Edwards (2012) summarized many engaging ways that teachers and
researchers in several countries have incorporated video to enhance instruction for ESL and EFL
(English as a Foreign Language) learners, include motion pictures integrating students' personal
experiences with an appreciation of music and the arts; going beyond printed texts to include
navigating, designing, linking, programming, and sharing dynamic, multimodal texts; authoring
digital poems and stories; filmmaking based on carefully written scripts and creative
interpretation of characters from literature; using critical thinking to create digital commercials;
and using cell phone video recording to enhance speaking abilities. Stoller (1988) discussed
practical aspects of classroom instruction in his article, focusing on the adaptation of
pre-viewing, viewing, and post-viewing activities to the selected film or tape, student needs, and
instructional objectives. He concluded that careful film or video selection, purposeful lesson
planning, and the integration of pre-viewing, viewing, and post-viewing activities into the
content-based lesson encourage natural language use and language skill development. In
response to the need to teach students to read and write these non-traditional texts, guides and
exemplary case studies have been published to help teachers navigate new pedagogical practices.
According to Warhol and Fields, (2012) one requisite pedagogical practice in teaching students
to compose non-traditional texts is teaching them new forms of organization.
Li,Gromik, & Edwards’ (2012) book provided a useful resource for any ESL/EFL
learning environment and for individual teachers looking for creative ways to extend students'
attention spans, teach them challenging language skills, elicit creativity, and support learning
with social scaffolding. Following a preface by Jim Cummins, chapters include: (1) TESOL and
Digital Video Media Integration in the Classroom: Introduction; (2) Revisiting Communicative
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Competence in the Multimedia ELT Classroom; (3) Child Second Language Learners and Video
making in Three Sites: Opportunities for Developing Multilingual, Multimodal Literacies ; (4)
Mediating Identities: Digital Identity projects in an ESL Classroom; (5) English Learning
Through Arts, Music, and Digital Media: A Photostory Project; (6) A Project-Based Approach to
Vocabulary Acquisition: Filmmaking with ESL Students ; (7) Challenging EFL Learners
Through TV Advertising and Student-Produced Multimedia Projects ; (8) Female Arab Students'
Production of Cell Phone Videos to Enhance English Skills ; and (9) Video as an Instructional
Tool for ESL Learners in the United States: A Review of Previous Research.
Applying materials and learning activities based on multimedia will not only assist the
ESL learners aquisit the language, but also boost their interest in learning English. “The goal of
English study is not just limited to being able to speak the language. Rather, English study
should also assist the ESL learner in successfully interacting with people from other cultural
background.” (Brand, 2007)
Extracting and Analyzing Idioms from Materials
In this project, idioms will be extracted from the visual, audio, and text materials into
lists. Facial expressions, conceptual metaphors and comparisons will be used to analyze the
idioms. When choosing vocabulary for the teaching syllabus, the question we as teachers
therefore need to ask is: How native-like do I want my students to become? (Monica, 2013)
Monica’s study shows that native speakers of Swedish understand a great number of idioms in
their first language. Thus, if students want to become equally advanced in their L2, idiomatic
expressions form an area of the lexicon that cannot be neglected. Providing plenty of useful
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language resources, the corpus-based study of the spoken American English used most
frequently by college ESL students and scholars to research about the idioms.
Liontas (2017) presents five specific reasons why idiom instruction should be integrated
into the L2 curriculum: the first reason reason addresses the benefits derived from etymological
explorations. In the second reason, the issues associated with idiom understanding are then
developed with a discussion of authentic aural and print media materials. According to Chen &
Lai (2013), recent developments in cognitive linguistics research have considered idioms as
analyzable expressions which are motivated by conceptual metaphors and whose meanings can
derive from associations between source and target concepts. Believed to be imaginable and
comprehensive, idioms should be learned through the process of raising L2 learners’ awareness
of conceptual metaphors behind these expressions. Kovecses & Szabo (1996) suggested
distinguishing factors among three aspects of idiomatic meaning: the general meaning, more
specific aspects, and connotative aspects. The results of an informal experimental study indicate
that the cognitive semantic view can facilitate the learning of idioms for non-native speakers.
Many teachers consider idioms to be comparatively infrequent items of vocabulary and
because of this believe that they do not warrant much time in the L2 classroom (Monica, 2013).
Admittedly, idioms may not be as frequently used as other vocabulary items. In Moon (1997),
for example, studying the frequency of 6,700 fixed phrases in the Oxford Hector Pilot Corpus, a
corpus of British English consisting of 18 million words, it is shown that the number of
occurrences of idioms is indeed quite low. In fact, only slightly more than 11% of the idioms
included in the study (1,657 items considered) occurred 1-5 times per one million words (8% 1-2
times; 3% 2-5 times; 1% 5-50 times). These findings are also substantiated by Biber, Johansson,
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Leech, Conrad, and Finegan (1999) in their analysis of the Longman Spoken and Written English
Corpus consisting of 40 million words. In their study, idioms occurred on average fewer than
five times per one million words. In order to get a more hands-on perspective on the matter,
Monica (2013) writes down all the idiomatic expressions heard when watching TV for a few
weeks. The lasting impression after these weeks was not that idiomatic expressions are highly
infrequent vocabulary items, but rather that they are comparatively omnipresent elements. The
main reason for these diametrically different perceptions of idiom frequency is that idiom use is
highly registering sensitive. Generally speaking, it seems that idioms are more common in
informal discourse than in more formal settings, but it even varies according to the type of
informal situation (Liu, 2008).
The study made by Dilin (2003) involved a close concordance search and analysis of the
idioms used in three contemporary spoken American English corpora: Corpus of Spoken,
Professional American English (Barlow, 2000), Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken
English(Simpson, Briggs, Ovens, & Swales, 2002), and Spoken American Media English (Liu,
2002). According to the search result, four lists of the most frequently used idioms were
compiled, with one based on the overall data and the other three on one of the corpora. He
discusses pedagogical and research implications, including suggestions for improving the
development of idiom teaching and reference materials. Similar to Dilin, five years later, Sepideh
Alavi & Aboozar (2014) identify and quantify the idioms used in three ILI Advanced level
textbooks based on three different English corpora; MICASE, BNC and the Brown Corpus, and
comparing the frequencies of the idioms across the three corpora. The first step of the study
involved searching the books to find multi-word idiomatic expressions. Idioms matching criteria
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for idiomaticity were selected and searched in the three online corpora to find their frequency of
occurrence. Chi-square tests were then run to discover whether there were significant differences
among the frequencies of occurrence of each idiom across each corpus. Having the number of
idioms in each textbook, two other chi-square tests were then run, the first aiming at finding out
if there were any significant differences among the three books in terms of idiom types and the
second, to compare their tokens. The results showed that the books were different in terms of
both number and type of idioms. It was also found that the idioms chosen for these Advanced
level books did not meet necessary frequency criteria according to the literature, which could be
attributed to representativeness issues of the corpora or their scope in terms of language level,
genre and speaker’s age. (p.170) Lynn (2007) compares the frequent figurative idioms identified
in two sources of spoken American English (academic and contemporary) to their frequency in
spoken British English. This is done by searching the spoken part of the British National Corpus
(BNC), to see whether they are frequent on both sides of the Atlantic, or more common in one
country or the other. She also compares the figurative idioms identified as frequent in two British
idiom dictionaries to see whether their frequency of occurrence in the BNC justifies their
‘frequent’ label. The main aim of the frequency comparisons is to help teachers decide which, if
any, are useful to teach to EFL/ESL students so pedagogical implications are also discussed
briefly(p.169).
Different from above mentioned scholars’ method to extract idioms, McDevitt (1993)
didn’t rely on corpus and frequency to select idioms. He developed instructional materials for
English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL) instruction in his project An Introduction to American
Idioms. It consists of development and testing of materials on the correct use of American idioms
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to limited-English-speakers. Twenty-five idioms were selected for use as the basis of the script
for instructional videotape. The idioms were then incorporated into exercises, which were then
compiled in handbooks for students and teachers. The videotape features dramatized situations in
which the idiom is used correctly, then dramatized interpretation of what the idiom seems to
mean, and an explanation of what the idiom really means. The book has a three-section format:
Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced. Notes that explain usage or meaning are provided after
the idiom items.
Since the project is in small scale and uses multimedia resources from the most recent
years, McDevitt’s method of gathering idioms is more appropriate to my project. However,
extracting vocabulary from big corpus is the mainstream way to collect and analysis, such as
what Dilin (2009), Alavi & Aboozar (2015) did in their research. Compare to corpus method of
extracting idioms, the method of selecting idioms by episode of TV-shows, topics of news and
blogs and genres of songs has its limitations The idioms selected are not necessarily most
frequently used and well-filtered by learners' level. On the contrary, the idioms that are chosen
from most popular media form and content that will greatly attract students’ attention and
intrigue their interest in learning idioms. This is important, because “other than frequency,
idioms incorporate cultural aspects.” (Bachman, 1990) Moreover, because the target audience of
this project is college level ESL students, they are not limited by low English level. In a word,
this project will select idioms by the popularity and currently of the materials rather than simply
using the corpus. It will draw the implied meaning, conceptual meaning and a comparison of
those two meanings to build a word list for students to understand the idioms on a glimpse.
Strategies of Learning Vocabulary for L2 Learners
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Boers (2001) introduced an insightful way of teaching figurative idioms, which is
opposed to random and blind memorization. Controlled experiments in recent years have shown
how second language learners recall the idioms in the control group and experimental group.
One specific imagery technique was put to the test: hypothesizing about the origin of L2
idioms.The results of several controlled learning experiments have shown that raising learners’
awareness of the metaphoric nature of idioms can indeed have a significant beneficial effect on
vocabulary retention (Boers 2000a, 2000b). Three dimensions may jointly contribute to this
beneficial effect. First, the use of overarching conceptual metaphoric themes (such as Anger is
heat) may facilitate retention.Secondly, the identification by learners of the metaphoric themes
behind the figurative idioms they encounter involves a certain degree of cognitive effort, Lastly,
learning verbal information through imagery processing paves an extra pathway for recall, as the
information is thus encoded in a dual fashion (p. 36). These three dimensions are in fact
straightforward extensions of pedagogical principles that are believed to enhance vocabulary
learning in general: facilitating the integration of new lexical information within a framework of
existing knowledge (Sökmen,1997); encouraging cognitive and affective involvement in
vocabulary tasks (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001); and exploiting the imageability of lexical items
(Ellis & Beaton, 1993).
Haghshenas & Hashemian’s (2016) study examines the effect of etymological
elaboration, pictorial elucidation, and integration of these two strategies of idiom learning by L2
learners. A total number of 80 homogeneous intermediate learners studying English at three
language institutes in Isfahan, Iran, are selected. The intermediate participants are selected as the
result of administering an Oxford Placement Test (OPT) to them. Then, the participants are
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divided into 4 groups of equal size, that is, control, etymological, pictorial, and etymological
pictorial groups. Before the experiment, all the participants took a pretest to ensure their
unfamiliarity with the idioms. The idioms that are known even by one participant are crossed
out, and finally thirty idioms are chosen for instruction. Then, the experimental groups receive
their relevant treatments during fifteen sessions, whereas the control group learners learn idioms
through definitions and example sentences. After the implementation of the experiment, the four
groups, once again, sit for a test (i.e., the immediate posttest) to see whether the treatments had
improved idiom learning. Finally, the data are analyzed by an independent samples test and
one-way between-groups ANOVA (p.140). Results show that all the three strategies significantly
improve the participants’ idiom learning. Results also point to the fact that the etymological
elaboration/pictorial elucidation strategy is the most effective strategy on idiom learning.
Chen & Lai (2013) suggested that, traditional methods of teaching idioms focus on rote
learning and memorization. Recent developments in cognitive linguistics research have
considered idioms as analyzable expressions which are motivated by conceptual metaphors and
whose meanings can derive from associations between source and target concepts. Believed to be
imaginable and comprehensive, idioms should be learned through the process of raising L2
learners’ awareness of conceptual metaphors behind these expressions. (p. 13) Nevertheless,
these methods fail to account for culture entailments embedded in conceptual metaphors.
Especially for foreign language learners who share neither common cultural background nor
living environment with the target language users, difficulties resulting from transferability
between L1 and L2 idioms owing to cultural similarities and differences may be serious. To
bridge the gap between idioms and conceptual metaphors caused by cross-cultural differences,
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Chen and Lai suggested a teaching method by incorporating the idea of metaphoric mappings.
The case study is conducted in an ESL writing class to investigate the effect of the methods.
Essays written by the students before and after the instruction are analyzed. Results show that the
students increased frequencies of using not only common idiomatic expressions but also creative
analogies comprising vivid images based on the conceptual metaphors taught. Additionally, they
used L2 expressions whose conceptual metaphors also existed in L1 more often than expressions
whose conceptual metaphors were exclusive in L2. Such findings affirm the importance of
culture and provide valuable insight to ESL teachers in adopting cognitive-oriented methods to
teach English idioms. (p.13)
In Liontas’ (2017) article, idiom comprehension (listening and reading)and idiom
production (speaking and writing) is discussed anda close look is taken at the types of
language-production activities that research has shown to promote idiomaticity in speaking and
writing. An interactive exercise between author and reader underscores the arguments made in
this section. The mental images and (meta) cognitive processing are involved in idiom
production. He also advocates three specific proposals for the development of a systematic
idiom-learning methodology in the four basic language skills (listening, reading, writing, and
speaking), leading to the creation of a new model of the processes and skills required for fluent
L2 idiom use.
The goal of the study by Mokhtari & Talebinezhad (2014) is to probe whether using
supplementary readings (short stories containing idioms) increase conceptual fluency of L2
learners. In line with the goal of the study, they selected a sample of thirty female
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lower-intermediate L2 learners from Sadr Private Language Centre in Isfahan. She selected them
based on their scores (seventy five or higher) in the previous term final exam and divides them
into two groups. Then, she holds a pre-test containing thirty multiple-choice questions and
registered their scores out of thirty. Questions are mainly taken from the exercises of the book
‘Can You Believe It? (1) ’(Jann, 2000). Next, she teaches idioms to both groups fifteen minutes
each session and for thirty sessions, but provides only the experimental group with
supplementary readings taken from the mentioned book. After that, she holds a post-test
containing thirty multiple-choice questions and registered their scores. Questions are taken again
from book exercises with a higher level of difficulty comparing to the pre-test. Finally, she
compared the results obtained from groups’ mean scores, frequency of obtained scores, and t-test
on pre-test and posttest. The results of the study shows that the experimental group accomplished
far better than the control group on the post-test. It also shows that the experimental group
development in terms of conceptual fluency was meaningful and reliable. Therefore, it can be
concluded that using supplementary readings has positive effect on developing conceptual
fluency of L2 learners.
The study by Gathigia and Njoroge(2016) sought to assess the teaching of English
idiomatic expressions in Kenyan secondary schools with a view to establishing the challenges
teachers face in teaching the expressions and, thereafter, proposing effective strategies that can
be applied for effective teaching of English idioms to ESL speakers. The strategies include: (1)
Using the role of context in idioms learning, (2) Group discussion, (3) Using the etymology of an
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idiom, (4) Grouping of idioms, (5) Using Cognitive Linguistics view on idioms and (6) Using the
compositional analysis model (p. 36).
Alharbi (2015) investigated Vocabulary Learning Strategies (VLSs) English Language
Learners used; and strategies they thought were effective to them in terms of language
proficiency. Using an online survey, 121 participants responded to statements regarding their
usage of VLSs. Participants were divided into two groups, (1) learners with low English
proficiency level and (2) learners with high English proficiency level, to measure the
significance between them in response to the VLS questionnaire. The analysis measured five sets
of vocabulary knowledge: building synonyms network, learning definition(s) with contexts,
pronunciation process, bookmark word search, and remembering strategy for writing. This
project determined that the group with high language proficiency agreed more on the items
selected than those with low language proficiency.
Cornell, Dean, & Tomaš (2016) examined vocabulary-learning experiences of three
advanced-level, university English as a second language (ESL) students. Through a case study
approach, the researchers explore these second language learners' experiences with completing
vocabulary-specific requirements for their ESL courses, focusing on their independent study
outside of class. The main themes identified in this research shed light on these students'
thoughtful use of vocabulary learning strategies, namely their reliance on translation and
memorization, their integrative use of technologies during preparation for vocabulary
assessments, and their time and task management strategies relevant to vocabulary learning. The
research indicates that these learners were aware of the strengths and limitations of their
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strategies and used them in nuanced ways to not only meet course requirements but to continue
their own independent learning goals that extended beyond the immediate semester. The article
concludes with insights that can assist ESL teachers in facilitating vocabulary learning with their
English language learners, particularly those who are preparing for university. Safian, Malakar,
& Kalajahi (2014) suggested that Vocabulary learning is one of the most challenging factors that
learners will face during the process of second language learning. The main purpose of the study
was to investigate the vocabulary language strategies among Malaysian ESL students majoring
in Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL) at University Putra Malaysia. There are five
different categories of vocabulary learning strategies: determination, social, memory, cognitive
and metacognitive strategies. Quantitative research design has been used in this study by
providing a set of questionnaire of fifty eight items that was given out to fifty participants at the
Faculty of Educational Studies in UPM.
Nam (2010) claimed that vocabulary plays a pivotal role in the ESL classroom. Whereas
a considerable amount of research has examined effective ESL vocabulary teaching and learning,
studies that provide examples of how to put various research findings into practic are missing.
that is, studies that apply them to real texts including target vocabulary items. In order to close
the gap between research and practice, she reviewed a broad range of relevant literature
addressing vocabulary learning. Drawing on an authentic Web reading text, in which she
selected five vocabulary items as target words on the basis of her experience as a secondary
English teacher in Korea, she applied vocabulary teaching strategies drawn from research
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findings reported in the literature to provide a model for ESL teachers when putting theory into
practice.
Summary
The literature review for this field project covers the information being produced for the
study of incorporating vital topics into idioms teaching and learning. Firstly, the importance and
benefits of teaching through multimedia is discussed, thus multimedia sources are essential in
this project. For example, “an ESL classroom that is intensively music/song based appears to be
highly effective in the teaching of English, both in terms of achievement and attitude.” (Li &
Brand, 2009). To Stoller(1988), commercially produced films and videotapes are recommended
as effective tools for developing speaking, listening, and writing skills in English as a second
language. Warhol and Fields (2012) also asserted that up-to-date text is important for students to
learn the language.
When the multimedia sources provide enough support and evidence, I will specifically
extract fifty idioms from those materials for the audiences to do the praxis. This idiom list is the
preparation for my field project. The strategies for writing a guide of learning idioms are then
summarized. This field project uses the theories and practical applications learned from the
literature and study to build a set of practices in various forms.
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CHAPTER III
THE PROJECT AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
Brief Description of the Project
The purpose of this project is using multimedia materials that are mainly gathered from
the internet to help college level international students to learn idioms.The project not only
selects the idioms from multimedia, but also encourage students to use the multimedia tools on
their own when learning those idioms. The handbook creates various kinds of activities and
exercises that require students to practice listening, writing, reading and speaking ability. Thus, it
is not just a vocabulary handbook, but also a workbook for facilitating students’ integrated
English capacity.
The project contains four chapters that cover a collection of idioms in TV series, popular
songs, movie and documentary. Each of the chapters is divided into two sections: Idiom
Expressions; Activities and Exercises. Idiom Expressions includes part A and part B. This
section selects idioms expressions from those multimedia resources and the idioms are analyzed,
annotated and sometimes paraphrased in the text boxes beside the contexts that are compiled by
the author. Before the main body of this section, reading passages of introducing the multimedia
materials of each chapter will be a warm-up activity for students to take a glance at. After the
warm-up activities, students will be encouraged to use their laptops searching the information of
the multimedia resources by themselves. Part A introduces the basic background of the idioms
materials and the culture they share, such as mainstream websites in the U.S and social media
applications. After the pre-reading/ pre-watching/pre-listening activities, the idioms that are
chosen from the materials are presented in color boxes and they are explained in short
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definitions, synonyms, antonyms, examples and pictures. Students will be encouraged to watch
the movie, documentary, TV shows and listen to the music without the subtitles and lyrics at
first, then write down the words and phrases that they think are idiom expressions and write them
down in the tables with the prediction of their meanings. At the second time of watching/
listening, they can look at the subtitles, contexts and idioms boxes, then make a reflection of
their predictions. This is a key step of understanding and remembering the idioms, when the
students watching/ listening the materials from multimedia, the subtitles and other auxiliary
verbal information will impede them think about the meaning of the new vocabulary. According
to Chen & Lai (2013), traditional methods of teaching idioms focus on rote learning and
memorization. Recent developments in cognitive linguistics research have considered idioms as
analyzable expressions which are motivated by conceptual metaphors and whose meanings can
derive from associations between source and target concepts. Believed to be imaginable and
comprehensive, idioms should be learned through the process of raising L2 learners’ awareness
of conceptual metaphors behind these expressions.Guessing the meaning of the figurative
expression before seeing the right answer will help them understand the real meaning after the
reflection.
In the section of Activities and Exercises, most of the chapters require students to use the
idioms that they just learned to summarize, categorize, adapt the stories of the materials. This
could efficiently help students acquire the idioms through bottom-up writing exercises.
Moreover, this part also provides short, classic vocabulary exercises to help students make a
quick review, such as single choice, word matching, word puzzle and filling in the blanks.
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The multimedia materials that the project chose are from the popular TV series Family
Guy Season one Episode one, classic song Moon River, We are the World, pop song Hello,
Movie Good Will Hunting and a new documentary Cooked. In addition, many well-known
American websites are included in each chapters, the purpose of introduced these websites is to
encourage international students search the information through multimedia in English. The
websites includes Wikipedia, RottenTomatoes, IMDb, FOX tv, Netflix, Facebook, Twitter,
Pandora, FandangoNow, YouTube, etc. The screenshots from above resources are valid for the
Fair Use principle of copyrights law and are referenced in the end of the project. The following
chart, included in the handbook, shows the sequence and topics of each lesson:
Multimedia
Resources

Listening Skills

Reading
Skills

Speaking
Skills

Writing
Skills

Chapter 1

TV Series:
Family Guy
Season 1
Episode 1

Watch the
episode twice,
once without the
subtitles

Read the
introduction
page on
Wikipedia;W
atch the
episode
twice, once
with the
subtitles and
read the
context and
idioms

Discuss about
how does the
Family Guy
team use
these website
to spread
information;
Discuss the
learner’s
opinion about
the difference
between
Twitter and
Facebook

Write the
favorite genre
of TV show
and tell the
genre of the
episode in
chapter

Chapter 2

Songs: Moon
River; We are
the World;
Hello

Listen to the
songs twice,
once without the
lyrics

Read the
introduction
page on
Wikipedia;Li
sten to the
songs twice,
once with the
lyrics and

Sing along
with the
music and
record it,
compare the
difference of
pronunciation
between the

Write the
feeling about
the singer;
rewrite the
sentences
with the
synonyms of
the idioms
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read the
lyrics and
idioms

learner and
the original
soundtrack

Chapter 3

Movie: Good
Will Hunting

Watch the
episode twice,
once without the
subtitles

Read the
critic reviews
on
RottenTomat
oes;Watch
the
documentary
twice, once
with the
subtitles and
read the
context and
idioms

-

Write the
opinion about
the critic
reviews of
the movie;use
the idioms to
generalize the
problems that
characters
face in the
movie

Chapter 4

Documentary
: Cooked

Watch the
episode twice,
once without the
subtitles

Read the
introduction
page on
IMDb;Watch
the
documentary
twice, once
with the
subtitles and
reading the
context and
idioms

Retell how
many themes
are there in
the
documentary
and why does
the director
chose these
themes

Write about
how does the
documentary
different
from the ones
that learner
watched
before;
Answer the
questions
with idioms

Development of the Project
The inspiration of this project directly comes from my experience in idioms learning.
Before I came to the United States as a international students two years ago, I found it was not
quite difficult for me to adapt the academic works, most of the professional books just required
me follow the clear logic frameworks of authors and the language that they used are as formal as
what I learned from my high school, college and TOEFL training courses. However, when I tried
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to talk with my American classmates in topics outside of my major, such as arts and sports, after
classes, I found that they used idioms very frequently and I could barely understand. I could not
even write them down and look up into the dictionary, because they would not lower their speed
when they were using the idioms. I followed a lot of American TV series and movies on the
internet, but the Chinese subtitles are not accurate to the idioms. Furthermore, as I usually just
watch them once, I cannot remember anything after I watched, not to say recognize and use the
idioms in the conversation with my friends. For those reasons, I made up my mind to develop
some materials that would help international students in learning idioms, it is not an essential
requirement in ESL learning, but it matters to international students’ life and access to American
culture.
Many reading from the literature gave me the idea enlightenment to develop idioms
material. In the first two months (February and March) of starting this project, I stuck with the
literature review because I could not find a appropriate frame that already existed for me to
reference. I read several studies on the idioms and vocabulary teaching, absorbed the method that
was useful for creating the idioms word list and activities. After April, I started to select the
multimedia materials that had enough idioms, I expected those materials to be both classic and
current. In the end, to make the content balanced, I chose half of the materials from classic movie
and song resources, and half of them from very up-to-date documentaries and songs. It took time
to integrate the material and the designing of the layout took me about two weeks.
Since I inserted plenty of images and screenshots from online resources, I contacted the
copyright counseling librarian to check with the copyright of those websites, movies, TV series,
songs and documentaries. The librarian suggested me to use the checklist that based on the Fair
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Use principles and add the checklist into the appendix. Moreover, she indicated that the citation
with APA format of each screenshots could be added in the end of the project. I attached the
checklist in the appendix (A).
The Project
The project in its entirety can be found in the appendix (B).
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
Idiomatic expressions carry within them the history, heritage, culture and customs of its
native users. Thus, it is important for non-native speakers to know and use idioms to
communicate with native speakers, especially when they plan to live in or move to that country
(Rizq, 2015). Native speakers tend to use idiomatic expressions spontaneously without thinking
of the figurative meaning. For non-native speakers of English, it is common that they cannot
understand what those idioms stand for because idioms are culture-based and abstract if the
speaker or listener has no idea about the cultural background. The native speakers are very likely
to use idioms in their conversations, however, idioms are not taught in ESL classes sufficiently
and systematically, especially to international students. For example, Chinese international
students usually do not learn idioms, either intentionally or from the ESL classes.This is due to
the fact that they don’t have enough resources and it is a low requirement of the curriculum in
China. As Lifeng (2008) indicated, Chinese international students in U.S. colleges feel it is hard
to learn idioms is that they do not have enough access to gather American idioms and ways of
learning them. Based on this education system, students are mostly focused on preparation of
Chinese College Entrance Examination (CEE) in the high school years (Liren, Ting & Lin.Z,
2016). Moreover, the strategies of learning this part of vocabulary are restricted to just doing
mechanical exercises and looking up the idioms in dictionaries. When they arrive to the United
States, the problem of lacking knowledge of idioms will be exposed.
To solve the problems of the insufficient materials and uninteresting learning strategies,
this project is designed as a handbook for college level Chinese international students who aged
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in 18-25 to learn American idioms comprehensively. This project focuses on developing an
idioms learning material for college level Chinese international students to help them improve
the method of learning idioms and get interested in it from visual and audio resources and
activities.
By searching “English Idioms” or “American Idioms” or those in Chinese translation
keywords on two biggest online bookstore in China, which are Amazon China and
www.dangdang.com, just 21 books appear as related results, and 18 of those are named as
idioms dictionaries, 50% of which were published before 2000. Instead of choosing idioms from
the corpus, which is the common type of the material that exists in the bookmarket, the materials
that are selected from multimedia in this project presents the idioms to the students in a way that
is close to their life and entertainment. Moreover, the project also includes various activities and
exercises in each chapter to facilitate the remembrance of the idioms of the chapter. The project
applied the “3C’s approach (conveying meaning, checking understanding, and consolidation) to
add annotation of each idioms, which Celce-Murcia (1991) recommends every teacher to follow
when using the above mentioned techniques. The PAVE Method (Bannon, Fisher, Pozzi, &
Wessel, 1990) uses context clues to help in teaching words that have more than one meaning.
With this method, students first predict the word’s meaning based on context, then use the tools
to verify meaning. The project applied this method to lead students learn the idioms under four
basic steps: prediction, association, verification, and evaluation. Other than using the word
frequency method to select the idioms, the project selected the idioms from popular TV series,
movies, songs and documentaries. Because the purpose of the project is not only to create a
learning material that includes limited number of idioms for international students, but also to
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introduce an effective process to search an unknown idiom and help student develop a
self-directed method to learn infinite idioms that they will meet in the future. Improving the
ability of using idioms correctly will also enhance students’ communicative competence.
It is important for Chinese international students to learning idioms, and an attracting
learning handbook will definitely be helpful for them to get start with. Warhol and Fields (2012)
claimed that given the ubiquity of digital media in daily life, students must not only read and
write traditional texts, but also those associated with information and multimedia technologies,
such as blogs, photo and video sharing sites, social networks, and wikis.The multimedia
materials and activities will not only accelerate students’ comprehension of the idiom by using
annotations by the side of the idioms and contexts, but also will enhance their language ability by
suggesting reflective discussion questions in the pre-reading, pre-watching and pre-listening
sections. The process of acquiring the idioms is a vital step of improving communicative
competence (Boers, 2008). The improvement of communicative competence, especially through
the confident and correct use of idioms, will enhance students’ self-confidence while they are
studying abroad. The communicative competence is an important psychological factor for
individuals to communicate with others by using language tools. It includes four aspects of
language capability: listening, speaking, reading and writing. The contexts and exercises of the
project compactly focuses on practicing these capabilities by using many vocabulary teaching
drills. Using mechanical drill and communicative approach in this project will help students
experience the unique expression of English idioms and use the idioms in the way of both
normative and flexibility. During the progress of remembering, understanding, applying,
analyzing, evaluating and creating, students’ communicative competence will be improved.
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Recommendations
This project contains idioms from an episode of a TV show, a part of a movie, three
songs and an episode of documentary series. I chose those materials, analyzed them and created
activities for students to learn the idioms on their own with this handbook. There is no possibility
to cover all of the idioms in one book, thus I want students to acquire the strategy to learn
idioms, not just learning a limited amount of idioms .
Firstly, I suggest students learn the idioms not from the idiom dictionaries by reciting
them mechanically, instead, I recommend them to utilize the multimedia resources that they are
attracted to and are handy to get.
Secondly, I suggest students pay attention to the procedure that I designed in each
chapter: search the culture background of the movies/ TV shows/ songs on the internet before
watching/ listening. It’s not a good choice to watch/ listen them with subtitles and lyrics at the
first time of watching/ listening. Although it is a small activity, making prediction of the idioms
before read the explanation will help students connect the figurative meaning with the real
meaning. The post-watching/ post-listening part are to help students transfer the input to output,
no matter if in speaking or in writing.
When the students know how to search the meaning of the idioms and the background of
the materials by the practices of pre-watching, understanding an idiom from definition,
synonyms, antonyms and examples, doing the reflection of the movie/ TV/song plots and
summarizing, rewriting by using the idioms, they can explore more idioms by themselves and be
relax in learning idioms.
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CHAPTER

1

IDIOMS
FROM
TV SERIES
1.1
Idiomatic Expressions

n BEFORE YOU WATCH

A

Read the information about the TV Series Family Guy in Wikipedia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_Guy

2

Tired of heavy laptop?
Search & Write
What is the genre of this TV

Try to download the Wikipedia
app to your mobile devices.

show? What is your favorite
genre and why?

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_

Browse the official Twitter and Facebook pages online. Switch the language from

B

your first language to English.
Find out. How does the Family Guy team use these website to spread information?
What do you think is the difference between Twitter and Facebook?

3
2

n WATCH THE TV SERIES
Watch the documentary Family Guy Season 1 Episode 1 from the website of

A

Fox.tv without subtitles.
Write down. What you think are idioms and mark the character who says it.
Make a prediction of the meanings by the context and expressions on their face.

Role

Idiom

Meaning

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

4
2

Look at the idioms and expressions in the dialogues below.

B

Drag the progress bar to each of the following time points and review the
documentary with subtitles.

[2:30]
Meg: Lois, can I turn the heat up?
Lois: Don’t touch the thermostat, Meg. Your
father gets upset.
Meg: Come on. This thing goes up to 90.
Peter: Who touched the thermostat?
Meg: God, how does he always know?
Peter: Brian implant, Meg. Every father’s
got one. Tells you when the kids mess with

a situation in which people

the dial.

wrongly think that

Neighbor 1: Hey Peter, my thing went off!

something bad is going to

Your thermostat okay?

happen

Peter: Yeah, it’s all right.
Neighbor 2: Hey, is my kid over here?

Example: The patient was
okay – it was a false alarm.

Neighbor 1: Forget it! False alarm!
[3:00] (At Church)
Priest: Yet, miraculously, Job was still able
to retain his dignity.

v. very drunk or affected by
drugs

Peter: Is that really the blood of Christ?
Priest: Yes.
Peter: Man, that guy must've been wasted
24 hours a day.

5
2

[2:30] (At cinema audience crying)

n. when someone says
something funny and makes

Peter: I got it. That's the guy from Big. Tom

you laugh really hard

Hanks, that's it. Funny guy, Tom Hanks.

Example: He kept me in

Everything he says is a stitch.

stitches with his story.

Tom Hanks: I have AIDS.

v. to raise standards or

[4:48]

expectations, especially by

Lois: 37 beers. You're setting a great

creating something to a

example for the kids, Peter.

higher standard

Chris: Yeah. A new family record. Way to

Synonym: pushed the

raise the bar, Dad.
Lois: Chris, you're 13. Don't talk like that.

envelope

a party for men only,

Peter: Kids, Daddy only drank so the Statue

especially on the night

of Liberty... would take her clothes off.

before a man’s wedding

Lois: What did you promise me last night?

Antonym: hen party

Peter: I wouldn't drink at the stag party.
Lois: And what did you do?
Peter: Drank at the stag... I almost walked
right into that one. God! Feels like
accountants are cranking adding machines
in my head.
(Machines whirring)

a pain in your head and a

Machine 1: Dick, you ever wonder what's

feeling of sickness that you

outside those walls? That's dangerous

get the day after you have

thinking, Paul. You best stick to your work.

drunk too much alcohol

Okay.

Synonym: morning after

Lois: You see? A hangover is nature's way
of telling you I was right.
6
2

[6:00]
Peter: Honey. I took a cab home, I slept on

to provide enough money to

the table... so I wouldn't wake you up.

cover basic necessities

Nothing bad happened.

Synonym: earn a living;

Lois: I guess you're right.

make a living; make ends

Peter: Apology accepted. All right, I'm going

meet

to work. Somebody's gotta put food on
this table.
[6:08]
Mr. Weed: Peter!
Peter: What?
Mr. Weed: Are you sleeping on the job?

n. someone or something

Peter: No. There's a bug in my eye and I'm

that is attractive to look at,

trying to suffocate him. Mr. Mr. Weed:

but

Peter, I like you. But I need you to be more

important

than just eye candy around here. It's your
job to watch for toys that could be

is

not

serious

or

Example: Back then, women
on TV were mostly seen as
eye candy.

hazardous to kids. Now, look sharp!
Peter: Yes, sir!
[7:50]
Peter: Look, I don't want your Lois to
worry, all right? When she worries, she

To be summarily dismissed
or ousted from employment
Example: The new

says, "I told you so" and: "Stop doing that.

accountant got canned after

I'm asleep." So I'm just gonna tell a little lie,

a miscalculation cost the

okay? Not a word to your Lois about me

company hundreds of

getting canned.

thousands of dollars.

Lois: What's that, Peter?

7
2

Synonym: How would she
like it?

[11:12]
Brian: How'd she take it?

(of something perceived as

Peter: I told her she was fat. No. I hate lying

a continuous flow or source)

to Lois. It's just...
Brian: It's the best way to keep her from

decrease and stop.

the truth. You have no choice. Your

out; run out

unemployment will dry up soon.

Synonym: dwindle; peter

make someone angry

[12:49]
Lois: Oh, my God! Peter, you bought the
statue of David?
Peter: No. I just rented it. But they're gonna

cannot function, typically du
e to anger, frustration, fatig
ue, etc.

be ticked.
[14:40]
Peter: I know what I did was wrong. But I
only did it for you and the kids. Except for
the jukebox in the bathroom. That was for
Peter.

to get out of trouble by bribi

Lois: Yeah, from the American taxpayers. I

ng or influencing someone t

am so mad I can't see straight.

o ignore what one has

Peter: No problem. We got money to get

been done wrong.

that fixed... with enough left for us to buy

Example: You made this

our way out of any trouble our kids might

mess and you can't buy your

get into. Just like the Kennedys.

way out!

Lois: I feel like I don't even know you
anymore, Peter. The man I married would

push someone's buttons

never think he could fix a problem... just by

Draw a strong emotional

spending money!

reaction from someone,

Peter: Boy, she's pretty pissed.

especially anger or sexual

Brian: Who thought fraud would be one of

arousal.

her buttons?

Synonym: press one’s
buttons

8
2

[17:24]

conceal a wrongdoing or

Meg: My collagen is wearing off.

wrongdoer

Lois: Honey, sagging lips are just nature's

Synonym: cover up for

way... of telling you you shouldn't cover for
your father's lie.
[18:26]
Peter: Lois, am I glad to see you.

aroused to impatience or

Lois: I have nothing to say to you, Peter.

anger

Peter: I gave the money back. Why are you

Synonym: annoyed; irritated

still steamed?
Lois: Peter, you lied to me, you betrayed my
trust. Compared to that, welfare fraud
doesn't even matter.

1.2
Activities and Exercises
n AFFTER YOU WATCH
Search and collect those posts that use the idioms that you learned above on

A

both Twitter and Facebook.
Write them down in each box below.

Example: put food on the table

9
2

false alarm:
@___________________
Quote 1
“________________________________________________
______________________________________________”
Quote 2
“________________________________________________
______________________________________________”

eye candy:
@___________________
Quote 1
wasted:
@___________________
Quote 1
“________________________________________________
______________________________________________”

“________________________________________________
______________________________________________”
Quote 2
“________________________________________________
______________________________________________”

Quote 2
“________________________________________________
______________________________________________”

get canned:
@___________________
Quote 1

buy our way out:
@___________________
Quote 1
“________________________________________________
______________________________________________”

“________________________________________________
______________________________________________”
Quote 2
“________________________________________________
______________________________________________”

Quote 2
“________________________________________________
______________________________________________”

10

B

Fill one of the following words in the blanks.

cover for
raise the bar

dry up

stag party

so mad I can't see straight

1. Adding new features does not necessarily
________________for entry.
2.I'll drive mom to the
cemetery—she's so upset she _____________________.
3. But results show that 32 percent of men have cheated
at a wedding, while only 27 percent had strayed at the
_________________.
4. That said, look how few design publications are left
standing now and how the budgets have
_________________for those that still exist.
5. Cindy refused to _____________ him when his boss
called.

11

CHAPTER

2

IDIOMS
FROM
Lyrics
2.1
Idiomatic Expressions

n BEFORE YOU LISTEN
Read the stories about the song Moon River and Hello on Wikipedia.

A

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hello_(Adele_song)

12

Think & Write

Do you use YouTube to watch videos?

Have you ever watched the
movie Breakfast at Tiffany’s
before? If so, write down
how Audrey Hepburn
impressed you.

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_

Watch the video of Michael Jackson’s Cool Moves and Moonwalk on YouTube.

B

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJwLgMZd4j8
Discuss. How does Michael Jackson’s dancing influence pop dance during his time?
Try to imitate some of these dance moves before you listen to his music.

13

n LISTEN TO THE SONG
Listen to the songs Moon River and We Are the World from the Pandora app

A

without lyrics. Watch the video of the song Hello on YouTube.
Write down. The new vocabularies or expressions that you think are idioms.
Make a prediction of the meanings by the context and frames.
Moon River

Idiom

Meaning

We Are the World

Hello

Look at the idioms and expressions in the lyrics below.

B

Drag the progress bar to each of the following time point and listen again to
the songs with lyrics.

Do what you should do, take
responsibility, do the right thing
Example When the time
comes, you should heed your
call and join the military.

14

Search your
favorite
singer/song on
Pandora.com and
create your station.
Compare this app
with the music app
that you are using.

To give someone some help, not
necessarily with the hands.
Synonyms: facilitate

15

Sing along with Andy Williams
After listening to the music, try to follow Andy
Williams’ cover version and record it.
Listen to your record and see how does your
pronunciation differ from the original soundtrack.

In elegance; in luxury
Example: If I had a million dolla
rs, I could really live in style.
If he
saves his money, someday he'
ll be able to live in style.

Evokes someone with whom
one has a carefree, innocent
hopeful, gentle friendship.

16

To be extremely popular
or famous

To cause or force two people, particularly lovers, to separate, whether
permanently or temporarily.
Example: We've only
been dating for a couple of weeks, but we're having a hard time tearing ourselves apart.

17

To have used up most of the allotted time; to have no time left.
Example:
You have just about
run out of time. I ran out of time before I could finish the test.

Who is Adele?

Occupation
Singer·songwriter
Years active
2006–present

Genres
Pop soul blue-eyed soul R&B
Instruments
Vocals guitar drums bass piano
Labels
XL Columbia
Website
adele.com
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2.2
Activities and Exercises

n AFTER YOU LISTEN
Listen to the songs again without subtitles.

A

Use the idioms fill in the blanks that miss the lyrics and try to re-write the
underlined sentences with synonyms of the idioms.

Moon river, wider than a mile
I'm __________________ some day
Oh, dream maker, you heart breaker
Wherever you're goin', I'm goin' your way
Two drifters, off to see the world
There's such a lot of world to see
We're after the same rainbow's end, waitin' 'round the bend
My__________________, moon river, and me
Oh, dream maker, you heart breaker
Wherever you're goin', I'm goin' your way
Two drifters, off to see the world
There's such a lot of world to see
We're after that same rainbow's end, waitin' 'round the
bend
My huckleb erry frien d, m oon river, and me
19

Hello, it's me
I was wondering if after all these years you'd like to meet
To go over everything
They say that time's supposed to heal ya
But I ain't done much healing
Hello, can you hear me
I'm in California dreaming about who we used to be
When we were younger and free
I've forgotten how it felt before the world
______________________
There's such a difference between us
and a million miles
Hello from the other side
I must have called a thousand times
To tell you I'm sorry for everything that I've done
But when I call you never seem to be home
Hello from the outside
At least I can say that I've tried
To tell you I'm sorry for breaking your heart
But it don't matter it clearly doesn't _______________________
anymore
Hello, how are you?
It's so typical of me to talk about myself I'm sorry
I hope that you're well
Did you ever make it out of that town where nothing ever happened
It's no secret that the both of us
Are

_____________________________
So hello from the other side
I must have called a thousand times

To tell you I'm sorry for everything that I've done
But when I call you never seem to be home
20

B

Choose one of the following words in the blanks.

1. She always celebrates her birthday ______________.
A) by style

B) with style

C) in style

D) over style

2.Could you _____________ with this piano? I need to move it
across the room.
A) have a hand

B) try you hand with

C) lend me a hand

D) play into hands

3. The death of a child is the most calamitous things anyone
can experience, and it ends up ________many
couples_________.
A) telling…apart

B) tearing…apart

C) tearing…out

D) tearing…away

21

CHAPTER

3

IDIOMS
FROM
MOVIE
3.1
Idiomatic Expressions

1. BEFORE YOU WATCH
Read the top critic reviews of the movie Good Will Hunting on RottenTomatoes.

A

https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/good_will_hunting

22

Observe & Write

What does RottenTomatoes do?

In how many aspects did the
critics see this movie? Which
one attracts you most? Why?

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_

Watch the trailer of the movie Good Will Hunting through the FandangoNow.

B

https://www.fandangonow.com/details/MMV3A73ADC62C7775889D3C3D4D824
9075BB
Try to tell. What is the relationship between the professor and the student?
How do you expect the main character to develop in this movie?

23

2. WATCH THE MOVIE
Try to purchase or rent the movie Good Will Hunting from the website of

A

FandangoNow and watch it without subtitles.
Write down. What you think are idioms and mark the role who says it. Make a
prediction of the meanings by the context and expressions on their face.

Role

Idiom

Meaning

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

24

Look at the idioms and expressions in the dialogues below.

B

Drag the progress bar to each of the following time point and review the
documentary with subtitles.

[3:35]
Lambeau: Mod f-x-square d-x. So Please
finish Percival for next time. I know many
of you had this as undergraduate but it
won’t hurt to brush up.

To renew one's skill in
Example: brush up your
Spanish

[3:55]
Lambeau: I also put an advanced Fourier
system on the main hallway chalkboard.
I’m hoping that one of you might prove it

Liked and thought highly of

by the end of the semester. Now the person

by someone in authority

to do so will not only be in my good

Antonym: out of one’s

graces, but also go on to fame and fortune

graces

by having their accomplishment recorded
and their name printed in the auspicious

Example: Fame and fortune

MI.I.T. Tech. Former winner include Nobel

beckoned to them.

laureates Field’s medal winners renowned
astrophysicists and lowly M.I.T. professors.
[19:07]
Will: Wood drastically underestimates the
impact of social distinctions predicated
upon wealth, especially inheriated
wealth..." You got that from "Work in Essex

25

County," Page 421, right? Do you have any
thoughts of your own on the subject or
were you just gonna plagiarize the whole

Synonym: pretend to be

book for me? Look, don't try to pass

Example: Maurice is trying

yourself off as some kind of an intellect at
the expense of my friend just to impress

to pass himself off as a
journalist to get admitted to
the press conference

these girls.
[19:32]
Clark: But I will have a degree, and you'll be
serving my kids fries at a drive through on

To go outside to fight or

our way to a skiing trip.

settle an argument

Will: Maybe. But at least I won't be a prick.
And if you got a problem with that, I guess

Example:
I find that insulting. Would
you care to step outside?

we can step outside and deal with it that
way.
[28:59]
Will: Yeah, I read your book. "Mike" had the
same problems as "Chad" the stockbroker.

Synonym: stick to

Psychologist: Yes. The pressures you feel,

convention

and again, I am neither labeling nor judging

Example: I quit because I

them, are keeping you from fulfilling your

don't want to be stuck in a

potential - you're in a rut. So stop the Tom

rut.

Foolery -- the Shenanigan's, Will.

26

[30:50]
Psychologist: No. You know what, Gerry?

Provided free or at low cost

This is why I don't do pro-bono anymore.

to certain legal clients in

It's not worth it to me.
Lambeau: What happened?

order to serve the public
good
Synonym: unpaid wages

Psychologist: I don't have the time. I'm
going on national television this week.
Lambeau: Wait a minute, Henry...
[38:42]
Will: "A History of the United States,
Volume I." If you want to read a real history

To astonish and delight
someone

book, read Howard Zinn's "A People's
History of the United States." That book will
knock you on your ass.
Sean: How about Noam Chomsky's
"Manufacturing Consent?"
Will: You people baffle me. You spend all
this money on beautiful, fancy books, and
they're the wrong fuckin' books.
Sean: You think so?
Will: Whatever blows your hair back.
[45:39]

The wind can imply anything
that makes it possible for
one to find one's way when
initially muddled

Will: I don’t really date you know that
much.
Skylar: How very unfortunate… I think for
me, you know what I mean? I know you’ve
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been thinking about it.
Will: Oh no I haven’t.
Skylar: Yes you have.
Will: No I really haven’t.
Skylar: Yes you have. You are hoping to get
a good night kiss.
Will: No you know I tell ya I was hopin’ to
get a good night laid. But I’ll settle for like a
kiss you know?
Skylar: How very noble of you.
Will: Thank you. No I was hopin’ for a kiss.

Deal with a task or difficulty

Skylar: Well. Why don’t we just get it out of

so that it is no longer a

the way now?

problem or worry

Will: Right now?

Example: I’m glad I’ve got

Skylar: Yeah, Come on.

that visit to the dentist out of

[57:08]

the way.

Sean: My wife's been dead two years, Will.
And when I think about her, those are the
things I think about most. Little
Idiosyncrasies that only I knew about.

To obtain incriminating

Those made her my wife. And she had the

evidence or proof against

goods on me too. Little things I do out of
habit. People call these things

someone
Synonyms: get something
on someone

imperfections Will. It's just who we are.
And we get to choose who we're going to
let into out weird little worlds. You're not
perfect.
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[1:05:14]
Will: So wait a minute. The Red Sox haven't
won

a

World

Series

since

nineteen

eighteen, you slept out for tickets, games
gonna start in twenty minutes, in walks a
girl you never seen before, and you give

This expression transfers

your ticket away?

physical illumination to

Sean: You should have seen this girl. She lit

human moods

up the room.
Will: I don't care if Helen of Troy walked

Example: His face lit
up when he saw her

into that bar! That's game six of the World
Series!
[1:17:46]

To furnish someone with
sufficient relevant

Lambeau: Sean, I came here today out of

information and include

courtesy. I wanted to keep you in the loop.

them in the decision-making

As we speak the boy is in a meeting I set up

process

for him over at Tri-tech.

Example:
He is out of the inner loop,
andnot happy about it.

3.2
Activities and Exercises

3. AFFTER YOU WATCH
Summarize and re-write. What is the main theme of the story?

A

What is the plot of the movie? What questions are posted and how are they
answered? Re-write the story and state those questions and answers with using
the idioms.
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My questions/ problems are:
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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Idioms Puzzle. Find and circle all of the direction words that are hidden in the

B

grid. The words may be hidden in any direction.
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CHAPTER

4

IDIOMS
FROM
DOCUMENTARY
4.1
Idiomatic Expressions

n BEFORE YOU WATCH
Read the storyline of the documentary Cooked from the IMDb website.

A

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt5347906/
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What is IMDb?
Think & Write
How does this documentary
differ from the
documentaries that you
watched before?

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_
Watch the trailer of the documentary Cooked through the Netflix website.

B

Try to tell. How many themes are there in this documentary?
Why does the director choose these themes?
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n WATCH THE DOCUMENTARY
Watch the documentary Cooked from the website of Netflix without subtitles.

A

Write down. The new vocabulary words or expressions that you think are
idioms. Make a prediction of the meanings by the context and frames.
Idiom

Meaning

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Look at the idioms and expressions in the documentary below.

B

Drag the progress bar to each of the following time point and review the
documentary with subtitles.

[3:53]
You know, there are lots of things in
modern life we no longer do for ourselves,
that we’ve outsourced to corporations.
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[5:05]
I have to say I didn’t ever expect to write a
book on cooking. It wasn’t part of my life
goals. But it ended up being kind of a
journey to the soul, to the heart of
cooking.
[5:23]
Weirdly enough, one of the biggest boons
of cooking is it relieves us from the work of

n. A timely benefit
•

chewing, chewing a lot.

Example: the rain was
a boon for parched crops

[6:33]
Wrangham developed this ingenious
theory, that is was cooking that led to our
becoming human. What you are essentially
saying, is that cooking is in our nature, it’s
baked into our biology at this point.

•

Synonym: In our nature

[9:30]

A thorough analysis, perhap

The basic idea was, I was going to do kind

s one that seems excessive

of a deep-dive into cooking and learn how

or unwarranted for a particu

to do it.

lar topic

[9:54]

Example: A deep dive into

We’re building an oven, basically, a kind of,
you know, simple oven. But I’ve found that

the district numbers yields
some surprising insights.

you kind of want a slightly crummy oven,
because if you have some leaks in it, then
the air will sort of burble around in there

adj. of very poor quality;

before it gets out.

flimsy
Synonym: sleazy
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[20:46]
But thankfully, somebody checked out the

v. To bring people together
in a large group, especially
roughly

target area and found that there was a

Example: The visitors were

group of native Australians living on it,

herded into two large halls.

who’d been living entirely off the land for
ten of thousands of years. After this first
contact with the Martu, the white
Australians herded them into missions
and boarding schools. And it’s only been in

To support each of two
opposing groups of people,
to have an interest in two
opposing groups of people

the last dozen years or so that they’ve

Example: Elected leaders

gotten the right to return to their lands.

cannot have one foot in the

[21:26]

camp of democracy and one

The Martu, like lots of traditional cultures,

foot in the camp of terror.

has one foot in our world and our diet,
and one foot in a traditional world. They
haven’t gone all the way into cities, into the
Western diet.

Meat from
non-domesticated

[23:09]

mammals, reptiles,

We kept our fire close to us. We made fires

amphibians and birds

by rubbing two sticks against each other.

hunted for food in tropical

We weren’t diabetic back then. We never

forests

had any sugar. We had bush sweets, not
sugar. Sugar made us weak. We grew up on
bush meat.
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One

who

is

skilled

and

respected for their skills in
BBQ food cooking

[26:59]
The part of the South, where this cooking is
the most unreconstructed, turns out to be
in Eastern North Carolina, where you still
have people cooking whole animals over
wood fires. I went looking for a great

A ritual event that marks a

pitmaster, and I found him in a man

person's transition from one

named Ed Mitchell.

status to another

[30:24]
Time for a cold one, John.
[31:00]
I asked him“ What was the role of barbecue
in your family?” It’s sort of like, um… For

A small amount of

me, it’s sort of like a rite of passage.

something, especially
scattered on top of

[36:14]

something

Give her a sprinkle. Throw a little vinegar

Example: Whatever you do,

sauce on it.

do not sprinkle salt on any

[46:54]

railroad tracks.

But oh boy, that gives you a whole lot of

To go from front to back. It

good eating right there, man. Nothing goes

originated in the south when

to waste. From the rooter to the tooter.

southern

[48:00]

speaking

All animosity or any grudgement you

hogs. The rooter is the nose

might’ve had, arguments, everything just
sort of mellows right out.

blacks
about

were

pigs

and

of the pig. A pig uses its
nose

to root up

word

tooter

dirt.

has

The

always

been a term for booty. The
Synonym: Chill out; relax;

nose of the pig is in the

settle down

front, and the booty is in the
back.
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[49:39]
In the wee, wee hours of the morning, sleep
began to take over, and these guys just
dozed off and went to sleep.

Synonym: nod off; drowse

[50:00]

off

He says, “Did you cook this pig?” I was

to do something you should

afraid to say yes because I didn’t have any

not do, because it does not

business doing it.

affect or involve you at all
Example:
business

You

had

interfering

no
in

family argument.

4.2
Activities and Exercises
n AFFTER YOU WATCH
Answer the following questions. Try to use the idioms that you just learned

A

from above.

1. According to the documentary, why does the author Michael Pollan, write
this best-selling award-winning book Cooked?

I wrote Cooked because___________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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a

deep-dive
outsourced

boons

baked into biology

journey to the soul

2. How does native Australians Martu change their food culture? What’s their
attitude to fire?

Our traditional way of cooking is
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

herd into

bush meat

have one foot in… and one foot in…

3. How does pitmaster Ed Mitchell barbecue the pig? What is his opinion of the
relationship between fire, animals and barbecue?

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
______________________

sprinkle
a rite of passage

a cold one

mellow out

from the rooter to the tooter
38

B

Match the idiomatic expressions with the definitions, synonyms or pictures.

chill out

scattered on top of something
meat from non-domesticated
mammals, reptiles, amphibians
and birds hunted for food in
tropical forests

to bring people into large group

to do something that not affect or
involve you at all

An alcoholic beverage that you
crack open with the boys
benefit
sleazy
To support each of two opposite
groups of people
39

CHAPTER

5

ANSWER KEY
Chapter 1 (B)
1. raise the bar
2. is so mad that she can’t see straight
3. stag party
4. dry up
5. cover for
Chapter 2 (B)
1. C
2. C
3. B
Chapter 3 (B)
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Chapter 4 (B)
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